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Unlike UK, Australia and Canada 
promote English & multiculturalism too 
A new MIPEX assessment by Migration Policy Group finds that Brits should have confidence in their 
country's decades-long policies on settlement and citizenship. They get a 'slightly favourable' score 
for integrating legal residents from outside the EU. These laws are nearly as beneficial for the UK as 
they are for traditional immigration countries like Australia and Canada. However new UK proposals 
on family reunion and language tests demonstrate that British politicians critically 
misunderstand what is multiculturalism in these two Commonwealth countries and how immigrants 
learn English in other English-speaking countries. 
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Data and background 
MPG published new MIPEX data on Australia that is directly comparable with previous data on 
Canada, the United States, Japan, and the 29 European countries in MIPEX III. This report updates 
data on the United Kingdom based on the scrapping of "Earned Citizenship" and the new pre-entry 
English test for non-EU spouses. The other MIPEX III data is still current for the UK, Canada and the 
US, since no major policy changes occurred that would alter the indicator scores. Once these few 
changes were inputted into the MIPEX database, the UK's scores and rankings adjusted accordingly 
to reflect British policy today. This report also mentions prospective UK data from a MIPEX impact 
assessment of current proposals on family reunion and "indefinite leave to remain" (long-term 
residence). 

The February 2011 MIPEX III report warned that the long and treacherous "Earned Citizenship" path 
would delay and discourage potential citizens and local communities from investing in integration as 
they have before. Since this path will not be implemented by the coalition government, the policies 
on naturalisation and "indefinite leave to remain" have returned to normal. The future is still 
uncertain since the coalition government backs past and present proposals that MIPEX assessed as 
'ineffective' for integration. These policies could make some UK-resident workers and families 
insecure in their legal status, while British and non-EU families could find it harder to reunite with 
families abroad. 

Established UK policies almost as favourable for integration as 
traditional immigration countries 
In the meantime, the legal conditions in the UK today are at least slightly favourable for integration: 

 

http://www.mipex.eu/australia
http://www.mipex.eu/canada
http://www.mipex.eu/usa
http://www.mipex.eu/japan
http://www.mipex.eu/key-findings
http://www.mipex.eu/blog/uk-biggest-overturn-of-right-to-family-reunion-may-be-ineffective-for-integration
http://www.mipex.eu/blog/uk-biggest-overturn-of-right-to-family-reunion-may-be-ineffective-for-integration
http://www.mipex.eu/uk
http://www.mipex.eu/blog/no-to-%E2%80%98earned-citizenship%E2%80%99-uk-government-wants-new-legislation-but-what-direction
http://www.mipex.eu/blog/will-new-uk-family-reunion-policies-cap-migration-or-fight-exclusion
http://www.mipex.eu/blog/uk-biggest-overturn-of-right-to-family-reunion-may-be-ineffective-for-integration
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Using updated data, this MIPEX assessment finds that the UK's policies would score 64 out of the 
100-point-MIPEX-scale and rank 9th out of 33 immigration countries, just below Australia (68 points, 
5th ranking) and Canada (72 points, 3rd): 

Key findings: Australia, Canada, and the UK today 

 

 

Today, Australia, Canada, and the UK benefit from policies that slightly encourage legal 
residents to put down permanent roots in their community, become full citizens, and fight 
discrimination. Before they can naturalise, most will have weak political rights in the three countries, 
especially compared to Ireland or other Northern European countries. During this time, many 
temporary workers in the UK and Australia will also have to live without the equal job support and 
flexibility that everyone enjoys in Canada. 

The UK falls significantly behind both Australia and Canada on family reunion, education, and 
teaching English. The UK creates more obstacles for migrant workers and residents to reunite with 
their families than these and other labour migration countries, even more than most European 
countries. Newcomer students get less support in schools in the UK than they would in Australia and 
Canada, where multiculturalism policies better prepare all pupils to live and learn in a diverse 
society. Multiculturalism policies also deliver free support to teach English to future citizens and to 
their school-age children. Immigrants will find it harder to learn English and make the mark in the UK 
than they would in other English-speaking countries as the coalition government withdraws support 
and changes the rules for family reunion, settlement, and citizenship. 
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Anti-discrimination 

 

 

Canada and the UK have some of the strongest anti-discrimination laws and equality duties. MIPEX 
III found that the UK's 2010 Equality Act made the law more coherent and easy to use for all victims, 
now also for victims of multiple discrimination. These opportunities could certainly be used more for 
newcomers to achieve equal opportunities in practice. Still, the UK's progress could inspire Australia. 
Without a National Human Rights Act, Australia's legislation gets only slightly favourable scores on 
anti-discrimination and equality because the definitions, concepts, and fields of application are 
uneven across state and federal laws. Where discrimination is outlawed, the mechanisms to enforce 
the law are just as strong as in Canada or the UK. 

http://www.edf.org.uk/blog/?p=11615
http://www.edf.org.uk/blog/?p=11615
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Long-term residence 

 

 

Long-term residence gives all legal residents a slight incentive to invest in integration in Australia, 
Canada, the UK, and indeed most European countries. A wide range of legal residents have the basic 
right to apply under various conditions. In Australia and Canada, workers that qualify under the 
rather demanding points-system arrive as permanent residents and start their integration 
process with secure and near-equal rights. Refugees and many family members are automatically 
permanent residents. Temporary residents including former international students can switch to 
permanent residence after a few years. In the UK, non-EU citizens do not have the automatic right to 
settlement, as EU citizens do. Updated MIPEX data demonstrates that successful applicants must 
already have up to 5--sometimes 10--years' legal residence, basic English and knowledge of life in 
the UK, and a good character. The current UK government opposed the previous UK 
government's long, complicated "Earned Citizenship" path, but proposes similar measures excluding 
many temporary residents like students and workers. 

http://www.mipex.eu/uk
http://www.ukba.homeoffice.gov.uk/sitecontent/documents/policyandlaw/consultations/employment-related-settlement/
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Access to nationality 

 

After dropping the "Earned Citizenship" Path, the UK has returned to a clear and professional path to 
citizenship like Australia and Canada's. Today most legal residents who see their future in the 
country are slightly encouraged to become citizens and participate more in society. The eligibility 
provisions are advantageous for an established immigration country (see also US, Germany, Ireland, 
and Portugal). The UK's core principles on citizenship are shared by established and newer 
immigration countries inspired to reform: around 5-years’ residence requirement, some birthright 
citizenship for their descendants, dual nationality, and citizenship ceremonies. The UK could learn 
from how Australia and Canada build public confidence in the law with their inclusive and very active 
citizenship policies—from free courses to national celebrations and citizenship services. The UK had 
started down this path in the mid-2000s: the Life in the UK Test, citizenship ceremonies, and 
discussions on Britishness as a shared identity. 

http://www.lifeintheuktest.gov.uk/
http://www.ukba.homeoffice.gov.uk/britishcitizenship/applying/ceremony/
http://ethnos.co.uk/what_is_britishness_CRE.pdf
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Political participation 

 

Before newcomers naturalise, they have limited opportunities to participate politically in Australia, 
Canada, the UK and Western Europe. Their right to vote is unfavourably restricted. But they do enjoy 
the basic political liberties to join or form associations, parties, and media. Immigrants can represent 
their interests through associations partly funded by government. Australia and Canada's 
multiculturalism policy supports these associations in order to help immigrants find their way into 
mainstream organisations and politics. The UK could learn from Australia's advisory councils that 
give immigrants some say in the policies affecting them daily. Similar immigrant consultative bodies 
also exist in most Western European countries. The UK's current government does not plan to create 
one. Its "Big Society" plans may disadvantageously impact on minority associations, according to 
new briefings from Runnymede Trust and Oxford University's COMPAS Centre. 

http://www.runnymedetrust.org/uploads/publications/pdfs/FairsFair-2011.pdf
http://www.compas.ox.ac.uk/fileadmin/files/Publications/Briefings/Briefing%20Vaughan%20Jones%2011%20Feb%202011.pdf
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Labour market mobility 

 

All three countries use points-based systems to select migrant workers. On top of that, the UK and 
Australia restrict temporary workers' access to social security and tie some to their employer or 
sector. All Canadian workers enjoy equal job support and flexibility in order to grow the economy. 
MIPEX III found that legal workers are also treated equally in most of the other liberal democracies 
that attract migrant workers like Spain and the United States. The UK also provides less information 
and targeted support for migrant workers than Australia, Canada, and several European countries 
with comprehensive integration strategies. 
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Family reunion 

 

The UK is on its way to becoming one of the most unfavourable countries for reuniting and 
integrating immigrant families in Europe, according to this report's updated and forecast 
data. Australia, Canada and many other labour migration countries still promote family reunion as a 
good start for the integration process. In Australia and Canada, a wide range of families who meet 
the legal conditions can at least apply for reunion, even if the process is long and the outcome is 
always uncertain. The UK is one of the few countries today with language requirements and wide 
restrictions on eligibility (adult dependents, age limits for spouses) and rights (access to benefits, 
autonomous residence). The other conditions for families to enter the UK are still "average" for 
immigration countries, including Australia and Canada. The coalition government is proposing even 
more requirements for people's income, housing, and "attachments" that may have little positive 
impact on integration. Prospective MIPEX data suggest that these conditions only compare to the 
most restrictionist countries like Austria and Denmark, where the far right has helped make 
immigration more politicised, complex, and volatile. 
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Education 

 

 

Australia and Canada often better prepare schools than the UK or most European countries 
to address newcomer students' needs and opportunities. MIPEX III found that Canadian provinces 
often provide the right to high quality English or French courses, extra training for teachers and 
funding per student, and sometimes extra guidance or support. The new MIPEX Australia 
profile shows that States are offering newcomers targeted information, translation, and 
interpretation services upon arrival, as well as continuing support, quality English courses, and 
supplementary teaching assistance and resources. In both countries, some schools allow all pupils to 
learn about immigrant languages and cultures, in addition to specific "heritage language education 
programmes" in Canada and “community language schools” in Australia. The MIPEX III UK data 
observed that newcomers generally benefit from some targeted measures in England, Wales, 
Scotland and Northern Ireland. But newcomer pupils have hardly any entitlements. Much depends 
on whether schools and municipalities apply for available extra funding, support and training. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.mipex.eu/australia
http://www.mipex.eu/australia
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Learning English, misunderstanding multiculturalism 
The UK prime minister has recently declared that "muscular liberalism" and English language 
requirements should replace state multiculturalism, which encouraged people of diverse 
backgrounds to live separately outside mainstream society. Yet Australia and Canada, the earliest 
and greatest advocates of multiculturalism, always combined these policies with strong integration 
programmes, focusing on learning the national language and shared liberal values. So argue James 
Jupp in Australia and Will Kymlicka in Canada, two scholars who helped define their country's 
approach to multiculturalism. Canada required a naturalisation test ever since 1915 and spends 
more today on free English and French classes than it does on multiculturalism. These countries' 
overarching goal is for immigrants to speak the national language(s), participate equally in society, 
and identify with their new country, while expressing their origin culture and language as much or as 
little as they choose. The argument that multiculturalism policies are by definition incompatible with 
integration is "simply at odds with history", as Kymlicka claims. 

The difference with the UK is that the Australian and Canadian governments support all residents to 
successfully learn these shared liberal values and to learn English (and also French, in the case of 
Canada): 

English within immigrant families 
The new UK pre-entry test obtains a MIPEX score of 57/100, meaning that this approach goes only 
halfway to support and reward English language-learning. Many learners can attain a basic English 
level after an estimated 40-50 hours’ tuition. But many others cannot. The MIPEX scores suggest 
that the pre-entry test may only be an integration incentive for spouses abroad who can pay and an 
integration obstacle for those who cannot. The government's impact assessment assumed that 15% 
of couples would fail these new requirements. It goes on to state that these spouses may face an 
additional 1-to-2 year delay before they can come to the UK, where, ironically, many have 
successfully learned English through free ESOL courses under previous governments. 

According to MIPEX III, such pre-entry tests are few and very far between across the EU. The idea is 
totally absent from the thinking in other English-speaking countries like Australia, Canada, or the 
US. Established immigration countries have often helped reunited families learn English through free 
needs-based courses. 

Lessons in Language, Citizenship and Diversity  
Australia and Canada's multiculturalism policy has some benefit for all children in the country. In 
Australia, students can learn about Asian languages and cultures because the government wants 
more people to master foreign languages. Students also learn about Civics and Citizenship, which is 
supported across the curriculum, assessed, and compared across States. The Canadian multicultural 
programme also supports intercultural education in schools and wider society. Schools can also 
decide to adapt their foreign language courses and school schedule so that all students could learn 
about the language and culture of their immigrant peers.  In both countries, federal and state 
programmes provide newcomer children and adults with high quality courses to master English (and 
French in Canada). MIPEX III found that migrant children in the UK are not entitled to ongoing 
English courses, unlike in most immigration countries: 

http://www.number10.gov.uk/news/pms-speech-at-munich-security-conference/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-13083781
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-13083781
http://www.guardian.co.uk/education/2011/apr/14/english-lessons-funding-immigrants
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Encouragingly, all students in England have been recently learning about citizenship, identity, 
diversity, and community cohesion. However this curriculum may be scrapped by the current 
government. MIPEX evaluated this curriculum as the most favourable for intercultural learning of 
any country in the study:  

 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/education/2011/jan/20/dont-scrap-citizenship-teachers-plead
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Citizenship tests 
Potential citizens in the UK, Australia, Canada, and the US all need to prove that they know English 
(or French for Canada) and the country's democratic values. But the Australian, Canadian, and 
American tests are some of the few in the world that set the conditions for most applicants to 
succeed. The tests are professional, flexible, free, simple and fully-supported with free guides and 
courses. In recent years, all three revised the tests to make them even more clear and meaningful. 
Australians still debate whether the English level is basic enough for vulnerable groups to pass. 

In comparison, the UK approach is not as favourable for promoting English and shared 
values. Applicants for settlement or citizenship can show progress according to their abilities by 
taking either the standardised "Life in the UK Test" (estimated at B1 level) or a more basic course 
with citizenship content. Australia and the UK allow both options, but the UK makes people pay for 
the tests and courses. Further cuts to free ESOL courses may exclude tens of thousands who want to 
learn English, especially vulnerable groups like female spouses. 

It may also become harder for applicants to prove that they are learning English, as the current 
government reviews the language requirements. The flexible course, often used by the most 
vulnerable groups, could be axed under a current Home Office consultation. Prospective MIPEX data 
warns that requiring all to take the B1-level "Life in the UK Test" would set unrealistic bars for many 
willing learners to succeed. Most European countries require just A1 or A2. In the MIPEX III study, 
only Denmark, Estonia, and Germany explicitly require a level like B1 for permanent residence. 

No other English-speaking country even requires that much for citizenship. In the future, the UK's 
highly demanding and poorly supported requirements may instead make English into an obstacle for 
integration. The UK could learn from traditional immigration countries like Australia and Canada 
where support for learning English helps make integration a reality. 
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